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Overview
This document contains guidelines that define the ethics expected of GFTV news reporters.
This is to let them be clearer of the expectations defined by GFTV.

Mission
“To create a furry fandom news and media source that is both objective and unbiased”

Our Duties
To Report with Objectivity and Transparency
In reporting, we should not let our personal gains and emotions influence us. We should
also reject sensationalism. Instead, we should report news as it is, focus on facts, and bring
the story to our audiences with a central perspective.

To Never Mislead, Staying True to Authenticity
We must be true to facts. Keep to the heart that misleading people with information is very
wrong. Doing that brings no benefit to our community.

To be Open-Minded and Upward-Moving
We should be open-minded to every side of the story and slowly climb up in terms of
infrastructure and reporting.

To Unite the Community
We must bring our community closer together. We will achieve this by responsibly using
the power of the media.

Note: The examples and guides here may not be representative of every possible circumstance
you could encounter. If you have any questions, contact your editors or the Project Head.
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Annexe I: Neutrality
Independence and Neutrality in Reporting, to Serve the Public

Independently free
Independence means we are free from outside pressures. No one can pull us to either side
of the argument at hand, and/or become pro-opinionated.
What does “pro” here mean? In this case, “pro” means:

^^ From Merriam-Webster.

● News lets people understand.
○

Our goal is to help our audiences understand the issue in full, whether you
like it or not.

● Never pay for news.
○

As far as you can, use open - not closed - sources for your news materials.

● News is not advertising.
○

Do not use anything that wants to be both.

○

If someone is paying us to feature an article they wrote, label it as “sponsored
content.” Do not feature or use it for main news stories.

● Resist pressure to influence reporting.
○

People may want to bribe you to make them look good. Keep them away.

○

Reject special treatment (i.e. gifts, favours, fees, free travel etc).

© Global Furry Television International.
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Be Neutral at All Times
Being not neutral when we report is deeply unfair to debates. When we start reporting on a
debate, we come to people arguing from their sides.
We must show what it is about, not solely how we feel. For example:

DON’T

DO

When we talk about what COVID-19 did
to the fandom, it might also be good to
think, “Does this affect furries’
livelihood?”

When we talk about what COVID-19 did
to the fandom, it might also be good to
think, “Does this affect furries’
livelihood?”

Because of how serious this pandemic is
in the world, it is of no doubt fandoms
around, even the livelihood of some, may
be adversely affected, be it financially or
psychologically, which we will cover later
on.

Due to the severity of the pandemic,
fandoms around may be adversely
affected, be it financially or
psychologically, which we will cover
later on.

●

“How serious” says the pandemic is
severe but is emotionally charged.

●

It feels stronger than the word
“severity.”
●

“No doubt” assumes everyone feels
and thinks the same.

But it is not as emotionally charged
as “how serious.”
●

The term generalised one aspect over
every single person.

This is more inclusive; not everyone
has the same experience with
COVID.

Avoid doing this - it is sensationalist.
Yes - doing this gets you more views.
But the cost is people will only
partially understand the issue.

“May be adversely affected” says
COVID-19 affected others badly.
The phrase “may be” also implies
that some people within are
instead not affected as badly.

COVID-19 may not have impacted
some people more than others.
●

“Severity” says the pandemic is
severe.

●

Do this. Audiences can understand
the issue, and form their opinions
for dialogue.

To be neutral means we treat all sources fairly.
We balance perspectives to show what the debate is about. By doing this, we understand
events better in full - not partially.
© Global Furry Television International.
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●

●

●

Show all facts.
○

Show all facts - in a way people can understand how something happened.
For example, in chronological order.

○

If we can debunk or clarify certain items, draw links and offer comments.

Don’t be influenced by ourselves.
○

Show all sides involved in the issue.

○

Of course, we may betray our own beliefs and stances by doing that.

○

That is the point - we let both audiences and ourselves learn something.

Show a diversity of views.
○

When making a for-against comparison, try your best to give equal airtime
for each side.

○

Prioritise perspectives based on how relevant, spotlighted and important
they are.

○

On this, give everyone accused of misbehaviour a reasonable chance to
respond.

How do we show diverse perspectives?
Showing diverse perspectives lets people better understand why different sides are doing
different things.
●

In a debate, there could be two or more ways to look at the topic.

●

Showing there indeed are multiple voices in the arena means we are showing
diverse perspectives.

●

When we do this, others will try to force us to stand with them - resist them.

Next, we will demonstrate a few different ways to show diverse perspectives. Study them
carefully - all examples are used for real in our news reports.

© Global Furry Television International.
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●

For vs. against

This is a timeline snapshot from our 2021 coverage of the ‘furry Uber commercial’.
We showed furries who ‘yay’ or ‘nay’ at the idea of mainstreaming furry fandom.

●

Storyline checkpoints

This is a timeline snapshot of our 2020 coverage on COVID-19 and virtual events.
We had different people answer questions along the way, highlighted in orange.
They are related to the topic, because they are event organisers; two within lead
furry events.
One gave expert advice about holding an event. Two others did the same - in the
furry context. As a base, we learn from here the nuances between furry and
non-furry events. This is vital to understand the whole subject we touched on here.

© Global Furry Television International.
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●

Multipolar presentation

This is an infographic of our 2021 coverage on the Don’t Hug Cacti controversy.
We cut between different perspectives many times to directly compare the
information. Here, there were three perspectives: yes, no and third opinions.
What we did was show all views beyond just the accuser and the accused.
What do ‘yes,’ ‘no’ and ‘third opinion’ mean here?
●

‘Yes’ are furries who agree that Lucky is at fault;

●

‘No’ are furries who disagree that Lucky is at fault;

●

‘Third opinion’ are furries who think other than the ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ sides.

To cut short: doing this let us meaningfully learn something from a topic.
Social media - notoriously Twitter - is the worst place to understand an issue.
Echo chambers are a big problem as algorithms show what people like to see - possibly
blocking out perspectives that could matter to the conversation.
Our mission is to cut through that noise. Do not tell - but show the truth.

© Global Furry Television International.
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Annexe II: Compassion
Reporting with Consideration and Care

We want our articles to be precise and objective. But we also need to think about how it will
impact the community.
The news itself is something very public - it can hurt people.

Consider the Impact
Always ask ourselves these questions:
●

Will this article hurt anyone or any entity?

●

Will this article cause any legal intervention (i.e. by a lawyer, a Cease and Desist
Order or possible legal action)?

As reporters, we are dealing with human lives.

● Treat everyone as decent human beings deserving respect.
○

Even though they may be criminals or people who did something wrong.

○

Giving people - human beings - basic dignity is the first step to civil dialogue.
This maintains democracy.

● Respect people's rights to privacy.
○

Before we trade privacy for news - the ability for the public good must
outweigh the ability for harm.

○

Even if privacy rights for public figures are different in the US than in other
countries, always use facts to back our report up.

● Recognize that news coverage itself can be very sensitive.
○

No matter how ‘newsworthy’ something is, the news is not an excuse for us
to think we are bigger than other people.

© Global Furry Television International.
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Be Considerate
When gathering information, we must be considerate of others.
Ask for permission.

● Filming at a furry convention?
○

Go ahead! But respect other people’s basic boundaries too; look at the next
two points.

○

Get a press pass if they need us to.

● Interviewing someone?
○

Explain the interview’s purpose and have approval before continuing.

○

If needed, show the person your GFTV ID and GFTV social media accounts.

● Filming anyone?
○

Ask them first for permission. For example: If you want to film someone
doing art at the dealers’ den, ask if you can film it.

○

When asked, leave a note to the video editor to censor the person’s face.

● Be sensitive towards victims of tragedies.
○

Decide carefully whether to publish names and pictures, in respect of victims
and their relatives. Follow relevant laws when needed.

○

Be very, very careful when touching on suicide or attempted suicide. Think
about the individual's privacy and the feelings of their relatives.

● Do not inappropriately emphasise personal aspects.
○

For example: someone’s race, sex, orientation, sexual disposition, nationality,
occupation, political association or religious beliefs.

○

Unless relevant - emphasis on personal aspects like these is never helpful
when understanding an event.

○

Especially if something is irrelevant in context, or is just embarrassing.

© Global Furry Television International.
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Consider: GFTV’s special circumstances
We are special - GFTV is news media by furries, for furries.
●

Furry events are never prepared for, let alone have seen this.

●

Most of what GFTV do is somewhat identical to what mainstream news media does.

●

Furry fandom in the past has been scarred by the news media itself. Misportrayal
has haunted the fandom for decades.

●

Follow relevant protocols set out by events for us.
○

●

For example, a press pass.

Do not let them compromise our editorial independence at all times.

© Global Furry Television International.
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Annexe III: Integrity
Reporting with Integrity and Accuracy from the Top to End

Being compassionate is important - we are dealing with not just furries, but human lives.
Integrity means we uphold news standards and what it stands for at all times. That is even
at the expense of ourselves or organisations.

Integrity, or honesty - is the best policy
● Always be honest

●

○

Unless keeping silent about it is needed to uncover the truth for the public
good.

○

On this: Secret information gathering (hidden cameras, secret recording
devices, etc…) can be used only when the public interest wants public
scrutiny.

Openly share your workings.
○

Share with everyone the things we got and how we did things.

○

For example, how we got this source, why we did a (video) edit like this, or
how we came to this conclusion.

○

This demonstrates transparency and bolsters public trust.

Facts first - we mean it.
We must stick with facts when reporting, and never falsify information to mislead others.

● Accuracy first, before anything else
○

Take time to brush up your accuracy instead of trying to rush things through.

● Opinion and claims - are NOT facts.
○

Separate and point out facts, opinions and claims from each other.

○

For example: by law, the accused is innocent until proven guilty.

© Global Furry Television International.
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○

Until any hard evidence plus legal confirmations are clear, claims directed at
anyone will remain claims.

○

Leave our own opinions and assumptions only to opinion pieces. They must
be identified as such.

● Context is king to understand something
○

When we understand the context - the circumstances of an event - we know
better why something happened.

Name your sources all the time
For example: Twitter account @LittleIslandFC releases a statement about ticket prices.
The account is an official representative of Singapore’s furry convention, Little Island
Furcon (LIFC). It is hence a reliable source of all information related to LIFC.

● Say where your sources are.
○

It makes our report more factual and less “You made that claim up.”

● On anonymous sources
○

As far as you can, do not use anonymous sources. Letting people use
anonymity to attack others is deeply unfair for everyone involved.

○

Use at least three or more sources to help us verify anonymous statements.
Until that happens, their statements are claims.

○

We may give anonymity to those who face discrimination or real threats to
their lives. The editorial, however, must fully be aware of its identity.

○

When anonymity is given, never freely give their real identity out.

● Reposting or reusing other people’s content?
○

Credit the creator at least, if we don’t have explicit permission to use or
distribute their content.

○

Check their Creative Commons policy if there is any.

○

For example: Flayrah uses CC BY 4.0 - distribution allowed, but credits and
changes made need to be written.
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● Be very specific about the source.
○

Fully their relationship with the topic we are reporting on. Negotiate hard
with your source especially if they want to be anonymous.

○

For example: "a security staff close to the transaction." But, "a source close to
the transaction" is also OK, if they don't want to be identified more precisely.

○

"A source" or "sources", "observers" or "quarters" with no explanation is a
no-go. So is the use of "informed sources" or "reliable sources".

To Wiki, or to not Wiki?
Online encyclopaedias like Wikipedia are an open information contribution platform.
For furries, its equivalent is called Wikifur. It is served by registered administrators, plus
separately registered users.
Like what your teachers tell you - using such sources is not enough.

● Why be sceptical towards wikis?
○

Wikis are openly collaborative. We are not saying that is wrong - but this
could mean strict information rules are not there.

○

Since anyone can sign up as a collaborator, people may directly inject
misinformation into articles.

○

Worse, some articles do not label citations. That is not a good thing.

● What if I only have wikis as my only sources?
○

When there are no citations, quote the wiki - AND say there are no citations
that support the statement.

○

Look for and always use citation links whenever and wherever possible.

○

For example: “Quoting furry wiki Wikifur, 90% of furries are cuties. We cannot
verify this, however, because the statement’s source is yet given.”
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Annexe IV: Accountability
Maintaining Public Trust and a Collaborative and Transparent Journalism

Take responsibility
Being accountable for our news reporting, means we will always be held to the GFTV News
Standards - which we loyally abide by.
●

●

Receive and respond constructively
○

Seek and carefully consider public feedback we get about our work.

○

Do not fight. Always talk constructively even if the other side doesn’t want to.

Correct and clarify
○

●

If errors are found, correct or clarify it promptly and transparently.

Nothing wrong? Don’t be forced
○

If your report has no errors, no one has the right to force us to change or
remove our work.

Engage with the public
Journalism is and must be accessible and democratic. Create a place where our audiences
can join and collaborate in the news process.
●

Be relevant
○

●

Our decisions on what to do should be based on what’s relevant and
newsworthy to the community we serve.

Be open
○

Establish and maintain open communications with the public.

● Get ideas and input all the way
○

Seek input and ideas from the public before, during, and after completing
our work.
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Annexe V: Application
Special use of special values, in a special place

We will apply aspects discussed in Annexe I to IV to our target audience: the furry fandom.

● What you are dealing with
○

Furry fandom is diverse and well-known for its social acceptance.

○

But furries started to draw political lines on many issues in the past years.

○

They are socially liberal, putting them at odds with conservatives.

○

The fandom is mostly, not entirely America-centric - since the community
started in the USA.

○

The USA’s Democrat vs. Republican (left vs. right) context thus tends to be
applied widely to regions beyond the Western hemisphere.

○

Consequently, furries tend to view issues, especially politics, in a very
black-and-white way.

© Global Furry Television International.
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Move carefully in the community
Furry fandom can be quite protective of the stances it takes. That is because most of them
are from minority groups (i.e. LGBT, POCs, disability communities). These groups have
faced abuse, bullying and discrimination.
We must practice care when approaching fandom issues.

● Activism blended with fandom
○

Furry fandom sources could be activists, be it about minority groups or not.

○

Use a lot of care when handling these sources.

● Your first line of defence: their background
○

Your source’s background is the first step to catch possible bias or agenda.

● Check the sources for biases
○

Refer to websites like Allsides.com to check for any political biases.

○

If Allsides says the sources do, think carefully before adding that source.
EXAMPLE
Source A makes a statement. You write afterwards,
“To state, according to Allsides.com, the source is lean right biased.”
You in other times also added its rating in brackets.
Reuters (Allsides.com: Centre)

Allsides.com only guides us to weigh the pros and cons of the sources we are dealing with.
Don’t use it as a definite indicator of a source’s bias 100%.
If we want to use their ratings, indicate we did. Add links relevant to it.

● Receipts must be used very carefully
○

Always check the receipts’ background, including their provider’s reputation.

○

If we want to use them, use them as a perspective unless their evidence is
solid and backed up, and is not based on inferences.
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EXAMPLE
John wrote an article about Jenny opening a multi-fandom convention. The article mainly
bashes Jenny, insisting fandom A and B must be separate.
John uses many opposition sources, including receipts, to support their opposing
statements - and discredit Jenny. The receipts contain alleged personal chats between
Jenny and other people. It contains contentious topics and viewpoints.
Checking John’s social media profile, they are pro-fandom A. They often make charged
statements against fandom B. Their recent post:
“I feel I’m doing something to take down this adulterated fandom A convention.”
Here, John is biased and has an agenda.
They are trying to pass opinions as if news; purposefully trying to stoke backlash;
ultimately aiming to only benefit their group: fandom A gatekeepers.

Sensitivities of online controversy coverage
Furry fandom’s activist nature can take on an aggressive form online. Politics aside, an
us-vs-them mindset is a strong characteristic of the so-called “furry drama”.

● Furry dramas can be hotbeds of misinformation
○

Information, possibly including unverified claims, could spread like wildfire.

○

Especially when it was by someone with a large following on social media
(aka popufurs). Users who are vocal could direct their influence against us.

● Our way of covering controversies
○

Stay on high grounds and show an observer’s view of the situation. That
ensures no one can pull us to either side and compromise our safety.
■

Show a complete timeline of what happened.

■

Show a diversity of perspectives - the proponents, opponents and the
anomalies/neutral/surprising ones.

■

Put these perspectives within the context of the situation.

■

Make connections between points if appropriate.
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What if someone tries to pressure us?
Pressure means someone wants us out of neutrality and take a stance.

● For GFTV, this is not new.
○

People have come and tried to pressure us.

○

It has been about swaying us to favour or oppose someone, some group or a
side of an argument.

○

As disputes become more political, more politically vocal people could come
at us - when pressured, don’t fight.

○

Screenshot and keep evidences, down to web archives and web links if we
can. Consult the editors to decide on what to do.
EXAMPLE

You are covering a controversy regarding poodling. You show both the voices in support
and opposition in your report.
After publishing, someone contacts you and says:
“Poodling is wrong. Stop showing the views of those poodling supporters. It is just wrong,
and you are serving false information.”
To discourage you more, they may say: “showing all sides is incongruent with the truth”.

● Engage with the public … while on guard
○

Sometimes, feedback is pressure in disguise. Be sensitive and decide, to our
best, which is which.

○

Read news tips carefully. Decide if the items they gave us are relevant to the
topic. They - tippers - could even be new sources!

○

If we follow up with them, do our best to demand their sources. Decide if the
sources provided are reliable.
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● Remember: reject bribery.
○

People may try to woo us with gifts like free travel, fursuits or exclusive
access, for a favourable report about them.

○

The exception is when the party agrees to respect our independence while
we enjoy these benefits.

○

Make sure they stick to their promises.
EXAMPLE

In an email, Furry Airlines offers you a free ticket for being a longtime customer.
They also know you are a GFTV reporter and asked if you could write a good review.
You accepted their ticket but clarified they should not try to influence you. They agreed.
You board Furry Airlines FYA621, flying from Lalaland to Furryland.
Your flight is so far good. But the crew has been talking to you a lot, repeatedly trying to
nudge you to get a favourable impression of them. You then sleep to keep them out.
You arrive at Furryland. They keep on asking you about your review through email. You
ignore it and continue with your review.
The news review was published. It shows both the good and bad sides.
Furry Airlines demanded you change out the bad parts. You respond with, “My review is
from my independent perspective. I have no reasons to change it out.”

The target scope dilemma
Dilemmas can emerge when we report, especially on fandom disputes.

● We know this is scary.
○

People can accuse us of supporting or opposing something at any time.

○

GFTV may thus take a reputational hit, and we may not want that.

○

But in Annexe I, we mentioned not being influenced by our stances.

○

That also means we should not omit viewpoints purely for our benefit.
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● Remember your duty
○

Always stick to covering all sides no matter what.

○

Show events as it is.

○

Show every voice, concern and action.

○

Show the truth, not tell the truth.
EXAMPLE
A controversy about poodling surfaces.

One side says yes to poodling; the other says no. Name-calling and division ensued.
We show the argument objectively.
“The subject of poodling is now under debate. Supporters say poodling is a right of
everyone. But opponents say it will ‘break the magic’ of fursuiting.”
“Notably, while the division carried on, more furries called upon the community to not
take fursuiting as a battleground.”

Here, poodling is a personal choice for many. However, some choose not to poodle.
Show the different voices within the debate and let audiences see the complete picture.

News or advertising?
In Annexe I, we talked about not confusing news with advertising.

● Furry fandom is a special case.
○

Updates, especially from furcons, are more readily available. These are
usually ads for their events and activities.

○

As public events, these ads can be considered news. Non-furry news
channels have based their reporting on them.

○

Thus, when reporting on these updates, describe the furcon objectively.

○

If they use colourful language like “the colour-filled furcon of the century,”
use quotes. Don’t use quotes if it doesn’t help audiences understand.
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Let people understand us better
When forming stories, use language that is easy to understand.
●

Short sentences.

●

Active word forms using verbs instead of passives and nominals.
○

Active: They hiked today.

○

Passive: They have hiked today.

○

Nominal: They went on a hike today.

●

If we need abbreviations, write them in full and explain what it means immediately.

●

Explain technical terms.
○

●

For example: “He says Vulpine Designs’ plans can help furries, specifically
those with species dysphoria. Species dysphoria means believing that one’s
body is of the wrong species.”

Simplify words.
○

For example: ‘observe’ vs ‘saw’, ‘delineate’ vs ‘describe’, ‘ allege’ vs ‘claim’

●

Try to not use idioms or complex terms, unless we feel it is the only way to precisely
describe what we see.

●

Use the thesaurus dictionary to use simple versions of words, like synonyms.

This new edition of GFTV Guidelines and Ethics for News Production includes items found in the
Fourth Estate's Journalism Code of Practice, Reuters’ Handbook of Journalism and the Society
of Professional Journalists’ Code of Ethics.
These standards are adapted for usage in the furry fandom by GFTV.
All examples are fictional. Any resemblance to any real-life event is purely coincidental.
End
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Preamble
This Document will serve as a guide for the implementation of the Programme
Rating System (PRS) of Global Furry Television (GFTV). The standards will be
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Overview
The Programme Rating System (PRS) is a three-tiered rating system created in view
of the increasing influx of minors into the furry fandom.
It aims to help our audiences choose content based on what’s appropriate for
them. This can especially help minors with concerned parents.
With three major tiers - General (G), Parental Guidance (PG) and Mature (MT), we
can categorise content based on their age appropriateness to different age groups.
All news programmes will be exempt from the PRS.
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Rating Guidelines
G - General

The General Audiences (G) rating is the lowest rating in the PRS. It encompasses
audiences from all ages from young children and above.
Because of the inclusion of young children, content under the G rating must be
strictly SFW.
G-rated programmes may include any of the following, which is not exhaustive:
1) No violence
2) Friendly horror
a) Non-threatening horror, like horror with humorous elements.
3) No swearing
a) Light family alternatives allowed (e.g. “holy macaroni”)
4) Non-sexual love
a) Brief displays of affection (e.g. kissing)
5) No sexual content
a) No depictions of sex or explicit nudity
b) No suggestive language
6) No substance consumption
a) No drugs
b) No alcohol
c) No smoking, including tobacco and vaping
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PG - Parental Guidance

The Parental Guidance (PG) rating is the second rating in the PRS, also
encompassing audiences from young children and above.
However, this rating indicates content that may not be suitable for pre-teenage
children and encourages parental accompaniment.
PG-rated programmes may include any of the following, which is not exhaustive:
7) Mature themes
a) Marital subjects, such as divorce
b) Political themes
c) Use of alcohol and/or tobacco
8) Mild to moderate violence
a) Violence involving fantasy situations and characters. (e.g. a character is
unharmed after getting hit. They sustain bloodless wounds)
b) Depictions that may contain heavy fighting and/or light blood and gore
9) Mild to moderate horror
a) Non-detailed depictions of disturbing scenes
10) Mild to moderate language
a) Words like “shit”, “heck”, "hell"
11) Mildly sexual love
a) Displays of affection, like caressing and kissing
12) Mild and non-detailed sexually suggestive themes and dialogue
a) Brief suggestive hand gestures and dialogue
b) Crude humour (e.g. “bathroom” jokes)
c) Brief or partial nudity (e.g. person(s) in their undergarments)
© Global Furry Television International
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MT - Mature Content

The Mature Content (MT) rating is the highest rating in the PRS, encompassing
audiences from those aged 18 and above. This rating indicates content that
contains strong NSFW content and is not suitable for young audiences.
MT will apply to all NSFW content, no matter if it is fictional, realistic or real.
MT-rated programmes may include any of the following, which is not exhaustive:
13) Strong violence
a) Graphic blood and gore
b) Graphic human injury and death
14) Strong language
a) Words like “fuck”, “bitch”, "asshole", “motherfucker”, “cunt”
b) Gestures (including sign language) and depictions that relate to these
vulgarities and their meanings
15) Strong horror
a) Detailed depictions of disturbing scenes
b) Brief depictions of repulsive horror, like cannibalism
16) Detailed explicit material
a) Very sexually suggestive material (e.g. using ‘69’ to suggest sex)
b) Explicit humour
c) Complete nudity
d) Sexual and/or seductive situations
17) Other strongly mature themes
a) Consumption or abuse of drugs
b) Borderline NSFW/SFW content (e.g. double meanings and symbolisms)
© Global Furry Television International
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Content Prohibitions
The following are contents strictly prohibited to be broadcast, published, or
distributed in our channels.
The exception is if we distribute such content, with the purposes of education and
information. Do not distribute them without proper purposes or context. That is in
respect of the public interest, especially in our news production.

1) Hate and discriminatory content
a) We do not spread hate and discrimination towards any groups and
individuals.
b) Be it by race, colour, national origin, sex, disability, religion, gender or
sexual orientation as image, video, audio or written forms. The list is
not exhaustive.
c) We do not promote hate, terrorist or extremist groups and their ideas.
d) Included within “promotion” is the glorification of hate symbols, violent
flags, acts of mass murder, human experimentation and other brutal
acts. The list is not exhaustive.

2) Politically-leaning content
a) We must not be influenced by political interests at all times.
b) Do not show political content like election campaigns or propaganda.
We do not promote any political ideology.
c) Furry fandom overlaps with politics in some areas. Thus, any content
based on political events should be handled with a lot of care.
d) Use our news standards as our guide for content development
whenever we touch upon politics.

3) Purely religious content
a) We cannot show purely religious content on our channels.
b) But we are allowed to discuss them, so long as we do not directly
promote or glorify any one of them. Do it for informational and
educational purposes.
© Global Furry Television International
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c) We should not use religion to attack other people.
i)

Note that religious tensions may surface at any time. That is due
to each of their histories and doctrines.

ii)

Since they may connect to political contentions today, be very
careful if we want to touch upon such subjects.

iii)

For example Israel-Palestine relations; relations between the
Jews, Islam and Christianity; religion and political affiliations

4) Content that creates or spreads misinformation
a) We must not spread misinformation, including unverified claims.
b) Any content that touches on controversies, be it within the furry
fandom or not, must be handled with care.
c) Unverified claims must be pointed out at all times until it is proven and
verified.
d) Satirical content, such as parodies and skits, must first make sure it
passed our news screening process. This is so we can prevent the risk
of wrong and/or misleading portrayals.

© Global Furry Television International
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Application
Universally apply the PRS to everything
These standards shall apply to every single content in the nonexhaustive forms of
images, videos, audio or writing.
Only PRS-rated content will be allowed to be broadcast on GFTV’s channels.
But, unrated content before 17 Aug 2020 will continue to be publicly available.

What to consider when applying PRS?
To apply ratings, we first analyse the programme’s content. Ask questions in
reference to PRS standards, for example:
● “How's the language?”
● “Anyone being a little or too lewd?”
● “Is the violence a bit too much for audiences?”
● “Is this trying to mislead audiences or distort information?”
● “How will audiences like children perceive such details?”
A furry convention, for example, may contain numerous instances of people
releasing swear words here and there.
In this case, because it is unavoidable, furcon videos will be PG-rated by default. If
the content we are putting together is perfectly clean, we can bring its rating to G.

Change ratings whenever needed
There are perfect times when videotaping can be G-rated in nature. That is until
someone spoils the moment with a walk-in swear word. This can be unavoidable.
● We can simply cut the offending audio or video out from the clip.
● If the moment is so perfect but totally ruined by the swear word, treat it with
audio bleeps.
© Global Furry Television International
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● But the moment audio bleeps are used, the entire programme’s rating will
instantly elevate from a G to a PG rating.
● Doing this lets us provide a higher content advisory level in case we missed
out on anything.
Except for G ratings, always label content with specific reasons why the content has
a rating like PG or MT.
● For example: “Rated Mature (MT) - strong language.”

When do we reject rating content?
Pay attention to any content that starts to challenge the upper limits. Reject
anything that instructs, promotes or exploitatively shows, but is not limited to
● Sadomasochism (BDSM)
● Fetishes
● Paraphilias (e.g. bestiality, paedophilia)
● Necrophilia
● Activities accompanied by fetishes, group sex or practices that are offensive
or repulsive
● Excessive depictions of sex and other mature themes

Give our content a balance across all ratings
With the birth of PRS, we can now make content more relevant to our audiences.
● Our audiences may come from the three major rating categories. We
recommend giving a balanced mix of G, PG and MT content.
● This ensures we can cater to our audiences across the SFW-NSFW spectrum.
● However, an exception to this would be Channel 2 China. This is because
Bilibili is where Ch. 2 is based. They are very strict about mature content.
MT-rated content will thus not be available for our Chinese audiences, restricting
them to only G and PG-rated ones.
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Advisory for international sensitivities
GFTV’s audience covers many countries around the world. But in some countries,
some content can be quite sensitive and at times even illegal.
EXAMPLE
We operate Channel 2 China for our audiences in China (PRC).
China is very strict on content distributed within its platforms. Sensitive items
include national borders, politics and especially adult content.
This is where we must put more content restrictions. We must completely exclude
maps, MT-rated and political content, even the censored ones for Ch. 2 China.
Use neutral language when pointing to controversial topics.
This can protect us from whatever troubles we could have with Chinese
authorities.

But in countries where information is not as tightly controlled as in China, we may
ease restrictions a bit.
As a general rule, we must indicate disputes whenever we touch on politics if there
are any. This sticks well to our “all views” news doctrine.

Exceptions for news programmes
The PRS standards must be used on all content we produce. But news programmes
are exempt.
News is information that should be open to all. It should not be censored in any
way. Despite this, we are strict about keeping our news programmes
family-friendly.
We strongly recommend using at most PG-rated imagery, video and audio materials
with all news reports we do.

© Global Furry Television International
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● If the content material is far too sensitive for our audience, do not use it.
● But if it is really needed, we can show some prohibited content (stated in PRS
standards) on news programmes.
● Doing this is only for the purposes of public information, education and/or
helping our audiences understand context.
● Appropriate censoring, if needed, can then be added to the sensitive parts.
If we ever modify our source materials like that, tell our audiences at the end:
● We modified this material
● Why we modified it
● What are we trying to achieve
This lets us “show our workings,” which is part of our commitment to transparency.
● For example: we abridged an interview with Vulpine Designs for GFTV News.
We wrote an on-screen Transparency Notice:
“Four excerpts from the interview are put together. We are trying to fit a
10-minute video within time constraints.”
This reflected our intentions to abridge the content material.
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Preamble
This document will serve as the reference of the rules and regulations that shall govern all
online communities under Global Furry Television.

Preamble
Citation
Definitions
PART 1 - CHAT ENVIRONMENT
Sect. 1 For a environment of kindness, warmth and positivity
Sect. 2 For a environment safe for minors
Sect. 3 Advertisement of content
Sect. 4: Venting
PART 2: OFFENCES
Sect. 5 Harassment, bullying and discrimination
Sect. 6 Privacy matters
Sect. 7 Political Talk Regulations
Sect. 8 Other offences
Sect. 9 Information on offence violation
Sect. 10 Penalties
PART 3: MISCELLANEOUS
Sect. 11: Governance of Online Communities
Sect. 12 Changes to Rules and Regulations
CHANGE LOGS

The Online Communities’ Regulations have been updated as of 21 September 2020.
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Citation
1. This rulebook may be cited and referred to as the GFTV Online Communities‘
Regulations.
Definitions
2. In this Online Community Regulations rulebook, unless the context otherwise requires,
"Online Communities" mean all communities hosted under any chat groups or
communities of Global Furry Television;
"PM" means private messages; the sending of messages from person to person
privately;
"General" in an ideological sense, means views held by the general public that have no
religious relation.
“SFW” means safe-for-work, content that’s family-friendly and suitable for minors.
“NSFW” means not safe-for-work, content that’s mainly aimed at mature audiences. This
includes BDSM and pornography.

PART 1 - CHAT ENVIRONMENT
Sect. 1 For a environment of kindness, warmth and positivity
3. Be kind and friendly in speech, action and treatment to fellow peers and members!
4. The Online Communities should be a warm, bright and happy place! Uphold pawsitivity!
5. Feel free to bring in happy, bright, cute content and wholesome stuff to our channels
such as channel chats!
6. We're one family - don't hesitate to offer support, a listening ear, or at least hugs to one
another in times of need!
7. All Online Communities are LGBTQIA+ friendly.
Sect. 2 For a environment safe for minors
8. All Online Communities are targeted at people of all ages.
9. NSFW content, be it by text, stickers or pictures, is strictly prohibited.
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Sect. 3 Advertisement of content
10. Subject to Rule 11, advertisement of content is allowed.
11. If the advertisement content is used to harass, contains explicit material or violates any
of the rules spelt out in this rulebook, the individual who deliberately p
 osted the
advertisement shall be liable for consequences under Part 3, Section 9 (Penalties).
Sect. 4: Venting
12. The venting of personal feelings is allowed.
13. If venting is used to harass or target others, action will be immediately taken against.

PART 2: OFFENCES
Sect. 5 Harassment, bullying and discrimination
14. All Online Communities shall not tolerate any forms of harassment, bullying or
discrimination directed at anyone by anybody.
15. For disputes, please bring them to DMs.
16. Memes, call outs or insults that are directed personally at others, regardless whether or
not they did something wrong before, shall not be tolerated on the Online Communities.
17. Any forms of discrimination, whether or not against gender, religion, language or race, is
strictly prohibited on the Online Communities.
Sect. 6 Privacy matters
18. Every member under the Online Communities shall be entitled to privacy.
19. Public distribution of other members' private information is prohibited.
20. Every form of communication with the admins shall be made confidential.
21. Unless the admin has given permission, leaking of information between the admin and
the individual is prohibited.
Sect. 7 Political Talk Regulations
22. Subject to Rule 21, freedom of personal expression in relation to politics is guaranteed.
23. Though personal expression of political opinions is allowed, if it is used to harm anyone
else or disrupt order, action will be taken against under Part 3, Section 9 (Penalties).
Sect. 8 Other offences
24. Swearing, in a general sense, is prohibited.
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25. Discussions or promotion of ethically questionable activities such as cheating,
plagiarism, etc are prohibited.
26. The deliberate spreading of rumour about an individual, public figure or entity will result
in an immediate ban under Section 9, Rule 34.
27. Mentioning @everyone, the admins or a specific person without proper reason is
prohibited.
28. Repeated and unnecessary tagging of admins will be dealt with under Part 3, Section 9
(Penalties).
Sect. 9 Information on offence violation
29. Anyone who suspects that an offence is being or has been committed, or is likely to be
committed may give information regarding so to a designated admin by PM only.
30. The leaking of any information on suspicions of offence violations outside of PMs shall
be deemed as defamation without cause and is liable for actions taken against under
Part 3, Section 9 (Penalties).
31. Unless proven guilty, the accused is to be deemed innocent.
32. Anyone who gives any such information without good faith shall be held responsible for
any liability of defamation or otherwise in regards to the giving of such information.
Sect. 10 Penalties
33. Violation of the rules shall be in the form of warnings.
34. The maximum count of warnings issued per count of offence is 3.
35. A total of three broken warnings shall amount to an immediate kick from the Online
Communities.
36. In the event of extreme cases, such as the spread of rumour, an immediate ban shall be
instituted.

PART 3: MISCELLANEOUS
Sect. 11: Governance of Online Communities
37. Admins of Online Communities shall make decisions in a secular manner at all times.
38. Decisions made by Admins shall be final.
39. In matters relating to how the group is governed daily which is not expressly included in
this rulebook, the admins have the power to use their discretion.
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Sect. 12 Changes to Rules and Regulations
40. Whenever necessary, Global Furry Television, as well as all admin staff under them,
shall reserve the rights to make changes to the Rules and Regulations at any time.
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CHANGE LOGS
21 September 2020
●

Newly added Section 4 (Venting) to Part I - Chat Environment and Section 11
(Governance of Online Communities) to Part III - Miscellaneous.

●

Rule 35 (Admin discretion rule) has moved from Section 10 (Penalties) to Section 11
(Governance of Online Communities).

●

Section 9 (Information on Offence Violation) and Section 10 (Penalties) have moved
from Part III - Miscellaneous to Part II - Offences.

